
There are basically two types of financial planners, commission-based or fee-only financial planners. Depending on which kind of 
financial planner you have, you will get more objective advice. 
      
A commission-based financial planner is paid a commission for each investment trade that is made, usually 5% to 7% for each 
investment when it is bought and also when it is sold. This type of system gives the advisor a natural incentive to make more trades, 
because the advisor makes more money with each trade, regardless of whether that is the best strategy for the client. You often see 
this strategy with stockbrokers, such as Merrill Lynch or Smith Barney, etc., or with insurance and annuity salesmen, such as ING, 
Hartford, etc. This is not to say that these advisers are evil, just that their system is set up against their clients. Their incentive is often 
to put you in a fund or annuity, and then move on to yet another new client and more commissions. They don’t have as much incentive 
to follow up with existing clients. Often commission-based advisors receive higher commissions for investing clients in certain 
investments that their brokerages and insurance companies are pushing, often because the company is getting kickbacks from other 
companies. 
      
The fee-only advisor system was developed to deal with these commission conflicts of interest. Under this system, the advisor is paid 
a low annual fee, regardless of the number of trades made. This system takes away the incentive to trade, unless it is in the best 
interest of the client. The fee-only advisor continually puts clients in the best of the best investments, as opposed to the ones that 
would make the advisor more commissions. 
      
This system places the fee-only financial planner “on the same team” as their clients. Even though the fee percentage stays the same, 
as the clients investments grow, then the advisor makes more money also, creating a win-win situation. And vice versa, in tough times, 
the advisor suffers also. 
      
A fee-only advisor is going to continually research all investments and maintain clients in the best of the best investments out there 
and make changes as needed to keep clients in the ideal investments.  
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